The UK’s most trusted ground screw installer,
supporting your projects with the low-carbon
alternative to concrete foundations.

Install in hard-to-access

Install over sloping,

Install any time of the

Install without digging,

Save time, money, and

and off-grid areas

uneven or soft ground

year, in any weather

mess or concrete

the environment

Excellent

We’re laying the environmentally-friendly
foundations for innovative projects across
the UK and Ireland.
GARDEN STUDIO • BOTHY STORES

ABOUT US

A reliable track record
No More Digging was formed in early 2018, initially
servicing the expanding garden building market with a
sustainable alternative to concrete foundations.
Since then, No More Digging has become the UK’s most
trusted ground screw installer. Our teams are strategically
positioned across the country, ensuring we can provide a
swift, reliable and cost-effective service to customers
across the UK and Ireland.
Our range of RADIX Ground Screws provides strong and
sustainable foundations for various commercial and
residential applications, including garden buildings,

GARDEN ROOM • URBANPODS

holiday park developments, temporary event staging,
ground-mounted solar PV, and more.
Ground screws are the more sustainable option to
concrete-based foundations, and we want to continue to
lead the way we build together.

HOLIDAY BOTHY, LOCH NELL, SCOTLAND • INVERLONAN

OUR MISSION, AIMS & VALUES

We build sustainability
into everything we do
It's not only projects around our homes, gardens, and

Our low-carbon ground screw foundations achieve this

Our mission is to help every customer get their project

cities we support. At No More Digging, we are passionate

with their low-impact installation method that causes

off the ground without compromising our environment

about protecting the environment and our country's

minimal damage or disruption to natural habitats and

so that future generations can enjoy it.

beautiful landscapes.

removes the need for concrete.

HOLIDAY BOTHY, LOCH NELL, SCOTLAND • INVERLONAN

Sustainability

Efficiency

Support

Value

Our mission focuses on not harming the

We are efficiency experts. Our ground

Support describes more than what our

Our ground screws bring value to our

environment and offering customers a low

screws offer customers a practical and

product does. We are committed to total

customers and their projects by causing

carbon and more environmentally-friendly

straightforward solution.

customer satisfaction.

minimal disruption to their daily lives and no

Our products offer efficiency, and so do our

We achieve this by gaining a complete

By avoiding concrete, our customers

people. Our training ensures our employees

understanding of our customer needs,

We provide long-term value too. RADIX

reduce their contribution to the 10% of

can install foundations in hours. Concrete

exceeding expectations for time and cost,

ground screws are incredibly durable,

global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions that

and other traditional types of foundations

whenever possible, and providing the

galvanised for increased protection and life

are a consequence of cement production.

lack this level of efficiency, with foundation

highest quality products on the market.

span, delivering a robust foundation solution

replacement for concrete.

work taking days to complete.

Laying the foundations that protect our
environment for future generations.

damage to surrounding landscapes.

with a life expectancy of over 76 years.

WHY USE NO MORE DIGGING

Effective and efficient
foundation solutions

CONCRETE

GROUND SCREWS

VS

WEATHER
DEPENDANT

WEATHER
INDEPENDENT

Enquiry

At No More Digging, we have built a robust infrastructure

Quote

and process for supplying and installing our ground
screw foundations, allowing us to serve the growing

Acceptance

number of projects for hundreds of homeowners and
contractors across the UK and Ireland.
Our ground screw foundations offer the most efficient
and sustainable system for creating a solid, level base
for projects of all sizes and applications, backed by our

Excavation/Earthworks

Installation

Reinforcement

Immediate Construction

skilled team and unrivalled service.

Formwork

Concreting

An excellent team! So professional, friendly
and helpful. Nothing was a bother and they
were happy to answer all my questions. They
did an excellent job. I highly recommend them!

Hardening

Revisit

Construction

E. MacDonald
Repair Landscape

70%

FASTER

than concrete
foundations

MAKING THE INACCESSIBLE, ACCESSIBLE

Off-grid foundations
Our ground screw foundations can be installed in
hard-to-access areas and over sloping, uneven and soft
ground, providing a solid, level base to build on without
damaging the environment or natural habitats.
Unlike concrete, we can install any time of the year, in
any weather, and with ground screws ready to build on
straight away, you get your project off the ground
without delay.

Ground screws make hard-to-access areas
accessible with minimal damage to our
environment and natural habitats.
LOG CABINS, CAIRNGORMS NATIONAL PARK

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

Helping the planet
Replacing concrete with ground screws on your next
project will make a difference, and being environmentally
friendly is about making many small changes together.

Concrete is the

2nd highest

As you can see from these statistics, concrete is
harming the environment – in a big way.

consumed substance on
Earth after water

By switching to ground screws:
You enjoy the increased efficiency of using ground
screw foundations that cause minimal disruption and
no damage to surrounding landscapes.
Your local environment benefits from a project that

3 tonnes

uses foundations with reduced CO2e and altogether
avoids concrete.

of concrete is used on
average by every person on
the planet per year

Concrete Facts

Now that’s something to build on.

carbon
10% ofemissions
are a result of cement
production globally

A real example of environmental impact
If we take a plot of land needing foundations for a 5.0m x 4.0m timber
building, the impact on the environment is clear.

Concrete *

Ground Screws

A traditional concrete base at 150mm

Alternatively, 16 RDX PRO 76mm x 1250mm

thick would use three cubic meters of

ground screws, each weighing 10kg or 160kg

concrete, or 7.2 tonnes – and requires a

total, will produce a solid foundation without

lot of groundwork!

digging or damage.

The average embodied carbon in concrete

The average embodied carbon in tubular steel

is 100kg per tonne, therefore the average

is 857kg per tonne, therefore the average

CO2e = 720kg

CO2e = 137.1kg

HOLIDAY BOTHY, LOCH NELL, SCOTLAND • INVERLONAN

Client

Bothy Stores

Project

The Artist Bothy

Product

8 no. RDX PRO RF200 76x1550mm Ground Screws

PRIVATE & RESIDENTIAL

Garden rooms, offices
and studios
Ground screw foundations provide a solid, level base for
all garden buildings that can be installed all year round,
in any weather, and 70% faster than concrete bases.
Enjoy your home office, stunning studio space or
relaxing garden room sooner than you thought, and
avoid the mess, extra time and cost, and environmental
impact associated with concrete.
LOG CABIN BBQ

GARDEN ROOM & HOT TUB • URBANPODS

PRIVATE & RESIDENTIAL

Home extensions,
garages and carports
Ground screw foundations provide a strong, level base
for all sizes of residential projects, from garages and
carports to patios and hot tubs.
They go beyond small build projects too.
Our team can conduct detailed site surveys and
load-bearing tests and work with your architect and
project engineer to specify ground screw foundations
that will support home conservatories and extensions.

CARPORT

Really good experience working with No More
Digging. The guys went the extra mile to
understand the project, talking directly to other
suppliers to make sure that they got it right.
Really friendly and professional installers too.
R. Wade

HOME EXTENSION

Client

Beech Joinery Ltd

Project

Luxury Holiday Lodge

Product

66 nr. RDX PRO RF140 76x2050 Ground Screws
and Bespoke Brackets from RADIX

RAISED DECKING & BALUSTRADES

Client

Beech Joinery Ltd

Project

Luxury Holiday Lodge

Product

66 nr. RDX PRO RF140 76x2050 Ground Screws
and Bespoke Brackets from RADIX

HOSPITALITY, LEISURE AND TOURISM

Holiday lodges, log cabins
and glamping pods
Our ground screws provide solid, level foundations for
developments of all scale in the tourism and hospitality
sector.
We have overcome challenging situations where there
has been restricted access, and the ground was uneven
and thought to be completely unusable.
With a low-impact installation method that removes the
need for heavy machinery, extensive excavation and

GLAMPING PODS, ANGUS GLENS, SCOTLAND

removal of spoils, ground screws provide the solid, level
base for your holiday lodge or glamping pod in remote
and picturesque locations.
Minimise downtime, avoid costly delays, and reduce your
environmental impact with long-lasting foundations that
can be installed all year round and in any weather.

The low-carbon alternative
to concrete foundations.
HOLIDAY BOTHY, LOCH NELL, SCOTLAND • INVERLONAN

COMMERCIAL & PUBLIC SECTOR

Foundations for long-term
or temporary application
Ground screws offer a flexible and sustainable foundation
solution for long-term and temporary structures.
Our team can rapidly supply and install solid, level
foundations for projects across the UK and Ireland,
meeting tight budgets and time-critical deadlines.
Ground screws are perfect for a wide variety of
commercial and public sector applications, such as:
Site hoarding and perimeter fencing

BUSINESS MEETING ROOM • IRON & PINE

Site offices and secure storage
Public facilities, including playpark structures,
seating, toilet blocks, display signage, raised access
walkways and more
Retail units, stands and structures
Event structures and staging

SCULPTURE • MELLERSTAIN HOUSE

Sculptures, exhibitions and art installations
Get your project off the ground and delivered on time,
on budget and with minimal impact on the environment.

EVENT STAGING • EDINBURGH ZOO

DINOSAUR EXPERIENCE • LANDMARK PARK

Client

UrbanPods

Project

Jak’s Den Support Units

Product

36 no. RDX PRO RF200 76x1250mm Ground
Screws for Pods and 9 no. 76×1050 for Decking

Client

Emtec Energy

Project

100kW Solar PV

Product

108 no. RDX PRO RF140 76×1550/2050mm
Ground Screws, with Van der Valk Solar PV
Mounting System

RENEWABLE ENERGY & TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Low-impact foundations
for eco-friendly projects
A significant strength of ground screws is the increased
load-bearing capacity and uplift forces they can support,
making them the best solution for ground-mounted PV
solar, especially in wind-exposed areas.
Our ground screws and equipment can go where traditional
foundations cannot, making installing solar projects in
hard-to-access and off-grid areas possible.
If land needs to be repurposed or returned to its original
state, for example a solar array expiring, ground screws can

MAZAKA 600 HYDRAULIC INSTALLATION RIG

RADIX LoRaWAN BASE STATION

be relocated or removed as easily as they were installed –
all without digging or damaging the environment.

SOLAR LED LIGHTING

50KW SOLAR PV

RADIX BROADBAND & LoRaWAN BASE STATION

TECHNICAL

The making of a strong,
sustainable foundation
Sustainability is at the core of everything we do and is
a key benefit of our product.
As part of RADIX Group, we have helped develop the

Attachments and Brackets
Choose from our standard flanges and
brackets, or request something bespoke.

ground screw foundation system we install, so we
know our product and service inside out.
Our ground screws use fewer resources in their

Strong, Structural Steel

production than concrete, resulting in significantly

Choose from our range of 76.1mm to

less CO2e, and with a low-impact installation method,

139.7mm diameter screws to meet axial

they cause minimal damage to the environment.

compression load and bending resistance.

Weatherproofing
Galvanised to BS EN ISO 1461: 2009 for
long-lasting protection and life expectancy.

Load Resistance
Tested to BS EN ISO 6892-1:2016, with
site-specific load testing completed on
request.

SITE SURVEYS & LOAD TESTING

Start your project on the
right foundations
Our team can carry out site-specific surveys and ground
tests to support you during and ahead of planning
applications. We can test ground screws on-site for
compression, vertical uplift, and lateral load-bearing
capacities to engineers specifications.
Testing is executed according to BS EN 1997-1:2004
Eurocode 7 - Section 7, and provides the empirical data to
ensure you get the right foundations for your project. Full
structural analysis and comprehensive reports are
available when required.

BRACKETS & BASES

Build from the ground up
Our foundation solution goes above and beyond our
ground screws.
We can support your project with a wide range of
universal fixings and attachments to provide the flexibility
needed to meet your application requirements.
To help you further and get your project off the ground
without delay, we also design, supply, and install bases for
various applications, from timber and steel subframes to
installing mounting systems for solar PV arrays.
As part of the RADIX Group, we have the expertise and

TIMBER SUBFRAME

EXTENSIONS, BRACES AND TIMBER SUBFRAME

VALKFIELD SOLAR PV MOUNTING SYSTEM

LIGHT GUAGE STEEL SUBFRAME

capabilities to design and manufacture bespoke base
solutions for specific project requirements.

The whole process from start to finish
was outstanding. After the screws and
subframe went down I had a perfectly
square, level, and solid foundation.
K. Johnston

Client

Private Client

Project

3.1m x 4.8m Windsor Pavilion

Product

12 no. RDX PRO RF140 76x1050mm Ground Screws
and Bespoke Oval Timber Subframe

Get expert advice from the UK’s most trusted ground screw installer.
Call our team today, and we’ll be happy to help.
ADDRESS

4th Floor, Victoria House, Victoria Road, Chelmsford, CM1 1JR

PHONE

0800 970 8719

EMAIL

south@nomoredigging.co.uk

WEBSITE

www.nomoredigging.co.uk

CONNECT

Rated Excellent

